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News from the administration

Basic Fire Protection Course
All employees should regularly (every 5 years) participate in the basic fire safety course. The course
has a theoretical and practical part. The theoretical part can be found online.
The practical part includes trying out fire extinguishers and fire blankets.
Course dates for the practical part.
Course contents
•
Systematic fire safety work
•
Fire safety guidelines
•
Fire theory
•
Evacuation
•
Extinguishing equipment
Information regarding purchasing
The finance department wishes to point out that no private purchases relating to operating costs
in projects can be done through Uppsala University. If private funds such as scholarships are to be
used, the material is ordered by the private person and the invoice is sent to the purchaser’s home
address.
Reminder of our routines for travels within UL Business Travel Card Flex.
For travels on buses in and around Uppsala, Upptåget and SL train to Arlanda and Stockholm you
can borrow UL Business Travel Card Flex. After the journey the department gets an invoice so you
don´t need to use your own money. It is important to return the borrowed card. Read the guidelines
to know how to use the card. You borrow the card from: Linn Eriksson and Annette Berger.
New internal information pages
We have remade our site for internal information and lab security. The idea is to make it more
structured and to provide a better overview. Feedback is very welcome and you can send it to Johan
Edin.

Wallenberg Scholar

Lars Tranvik is one of 22 chosen scientists to be a 2019 Wallenberg Scholar. It entails a five-year
grant of 18 million crowns to conduct free research. The chosen scientists come from a number
of different fields, with an emphasis of natural science and medicine. Grants were awarded for research within antibiotic resistance, wireless communication and a better understanding of climate
change among others.

New PhD:s

Congratulations to Matthias Weissensteiner and Fia Bengtsson for sucessfully defending their theses!

New publications alert

Richard Svanbäck and Frank Johansson have published a paper about how predators select for
smaller eye size. Read the paper here.
Richard has also published another paper together with Gesa Weyhenmeyer and other which shows
that warmer and browner waters decrease fish biomass production. Read the paper here.
Martin Lind, Sanjana Ravindran, Zuzana Sekajova and co-workers have published a paper on how
experimentally reduced insulin/IGF-1 signalling extends the lifespan and fitness in nematodes. You
can read the paper here. There was also a press release (In Swedish) from Uppsala University.

Erken Research School

From last year’s research school at the Erken laboratory, 4 groups of 6 applied and came through to
the semifinals of the Young Scientists Exhibition, one of which also went on to the final. The final
week of the Young Scientists Exhibition 2019 will be held at the Technical Museum in Stockholm
27-28 March.
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Opinion piece

Hans Ellegren and the Royal Academy of Sciences have written an opinion piece on the importance
of free basic research for new innovations. Read it here (in Swedish).

Science and art

On April 9, Jill Pelto will give a seminar titled “Art as Tool to Communicate Science.” She is a climate scientist as well as an artist. She uses actual climate data in her art to visualize the effects of a
changing climate. You can check out her website here. Check out the poster below for details.
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IEG Ski trip

On March 8, there was a ski trip to Kungsberget full of IEG people. Despite some not that great
weather, much fun was had by all.
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Career day

On March 29, there will be a Career day at Plantskolan, Segerstedhuset hosted by the Limnology
programme. You can see the schedule below.

Award Alert

Animal Ecology alumn Carl Grieshop has been awarded the John Maynard Smith Prize from the
European Society for Evolutionary Biology (ESEB) which is a very prestigeous award. A big congratulations to Carl from us at IEG!

Podcast

Per Alström was inteviewed in the University podcast Forskarpodden.

SciFest

On March 9, Uppsala University held their annual science festival SciFest. Plant Ecology and Evolution was there showing how to extract DNA from strawberries and kiwi. Karolina Einarsdottir and
Pia Larsson from Limnolgy was also there as representatives of the Uppsala Water Centre showing
various experiments with water. Photos courtesy of Johan Edin and Laura Parducci.

